Poster Format Guide
(Oct, 2019)
1. General:
Posters should keep text to a minimum and emphasize graphics. You do not have to
include all of your data. A few key figures are usually sufficient to represent your
work. You should tell people what you have done, any new discovery? Is it to
convince people that one technique is better than another?
2. Required Elements:
Title – Your poster should include a banner title. Below the title, list the authors and
institutions in a slightly smaller font. You should have your institute or company logs
on the side.
Introduction – Introduce the research question, give a small amount of background,
and identify your hypothesis and the purpose of your study. Consider using bullet
points.
Methods – Describe the experiments and protocols employed in your study.
Results – The results of your study appear here, illustrated by the majority of your
figures. Present only the most pertinent results. Check that the figures are large and
easily read.
Conclusion – Interpret your results. Compare or contrast your findings to those from
the scientific literature. Suggest further experiments or research that would build
upon your study.
3. Format and Design:
The size of your poster should be A0. Fonts – Your poster should be easily read from
a distance of 2 ft. Use contrasting fonts for the title, text and figure legends. (e.g. –
Times for the text, and Arial for the title and figure legends)
Layout – Make a scale model of your poster on graph paper using colored paper or
post-it notes to design the most effective layout. Design the poster in three or four
columns. Related text and graphics should be adjacent. Related text and graphics can
be enclosed in a box.
Background color should be white or a neutral color that is easy on the eyes.
Print a miniature version of your poster on A0 paper. Choose ‘Fit to size’ under the
print command, and choose letter-sized paper. If your text is too small to read on the
miniature version, it will be too small to read on the final poster. Same is true to
pictures and figures – the graphical elements of your poster should be sharp and clear
on the miniature printout. Your poster can be either portrait or landscape.

4. Two templates of poster:

